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INTRODUCTION

even months since the war in Ukraine has started, Europe's top
priorities have undergone a significant shift
The EU member states are reopening now a chapter of their history which
was supposed to be a long-forgotten – the militarization. The signs for this
are everywhere: from the convoys of military equipment moving here and
there in the Continent, and the notable increase of funding for the national
armies, to the declared NATO’s plan for stationing 300 000 troops at high
readiness in Europe, and the definitive decision of Sweden and Finland to
join the Alliance.

The war is dominating the political daily agenda everywhere in the Old
Continent, along with the inevitable economic strategies for escaping the
inflation and market stagnation traps, due to the conflict and the
unrelenting COVID-19 consequences.
The war in Ukraine has added a dramatic new note of discord in day-to-day
life in Bulgaria, so the current newsletter would be incomplete if it didn’t
consider the China-Russia relations, especially when almost every mention
of China in the local media is viewed through the prism of the conflict.
These articles vary from analyzes on the Moscow and Beijing potential for
further cooperation against the West, to predictions that China doesn’t
actually consider Russia as an ally, rather as a partner, producing more
troubles instead of solutions, or even as a future subordinate neighbor. An
article in Dnevnik.bg, devoted to the China-Russia relations, quotes the
personal blog of Josep Borrell, the Vice President of the EU Commission
and High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security
Police: “Moscow and Beijing use very similar language when they talk
about Western Europe or the US.

However, we need to carefully analyze what drives them. For example,
economically, both countries want to increase their independence from
the West, but they do not play in the same league, and China clearly has
advantage”.[1] Another popular media outlet, Trud.bg, published in June
information on “China and Russia’s strengthening the economic ties
between them due to the western sanctions imposed on Russia”[2].
Same dualistic narrative can be seen even in the foreign press – in a
recent interview with The Financial Times, Alexander Gabiev, a senior
fellow at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, describes
China as a Selfish Giant that is primarily concerned with its national
interests[3].

On the other hand, Reuters describes Xi Jinping remarks on the conflict, in
which he claims “the economic sanctions against Russia are excessively
harsh while also urging France and Germany to take action to lessen the
crisis's harmful impacts”[4], as the Chinese attempt to call for peaceful
solving of the conflict. Undoubtedly, the questions regarding China-Russia
relations and the outcome of a future stronger alliance between them are
more than the answers. Nearly seven months into the military conflict in
Ukraine, we are yet to see the future consequences. In fact, according to
the pessimistic scenarios, the war may last for years. This also means that
the messages of the media regarding the conflict and the Sino-Russian
relations might become more polarizing.

II. ANSWERS OF THE SPOKESPERSON OF THE
EMBASSY OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA IN
BULGARIA TO QUESTIONS RELATED TO SINOEUROPEAN RELATIONS AND THE UKRAINIAN CRISIS.
On April 13th, the Embassy of the People's Republic of China published an
official document – Answers of the spokesperson of the Embassy of the
People's Republic of China in Bulgaria to questions related to Sino-European
relations and the Ukrainian crisis.[5] The document summarizes in 6 points
(presented as questions) the great importance and stability of the SinoEuropean relations, ending with a plea for anti-militarism. What is interesting to
note is that the words "Ukraine" and "war" are never used in the same sentence
in this paper. The only three sentences that use the word "war" are: in the first
response, which states that "war has returned to Europe, and the world is facing
the danger of disunity and confrontation”; in the second response, which uses
the term "cold war" and in the final response, which states that
"Most of them (the UN members), including China and other developing
countries, believe that war and sanctions are not options for dealing with
hot international issues."

[1] Dnevnik.bg, Борел предупреди Русия, че не е в "една лига" с Китай, 30.03.2022
[2] Trud.bg, Русия и Китай засилват икономическите връзки, 15.06.2022
[3] Financial Times Youtube channel, China, Russia and the war in Ukraine, 24.03.2022

In the answer to the first question “Will the Ukraine crisis
have a negative impact on China-Europe relations?” The EU is
given assurances that its political, economic, and diplomatic
ties with China are solid and China sees the Union rather as a
partner, not as a rival.

The statement in this chapter that "the European country should also
proceed from its own interests, strive for strategic independence, form an
independent understanding of China, and conduct an independent policy
towards it" can be interpreted as a subtly allusive reference to external
factors influencing the EU's perception of and policy toward China and the
lack of sufficient independent attitude toward China by the EU members.
The second question, "How does China feel about the Ukrainian crisis?"
highlights the East Asian giant's efforts to remain as impartial as the divisive
climate allows. The country's diplomatic statement regarding the conflict is
based on four fundamentals. The first firmly asserts that Ukraine's
sovereignty and territorial integrity should be respected in accordance with
the UN Charter. The second, however, stipulates that "Reasonable concerns
for the security of interested parties must be taken into account," which
could be read only as a reverence for Russia's justifications for the conflict,
which is a result of NATO's extension on the East and Ukraine's declared
desire to join the Alliance. The final two arguments urge the beginning of
peace talks and increased stability initiatives in the area.

[4] Reuters, China's Xi supports efforts for diplomatic solution to Ukraine conflict - Germany, 08.03.2022
[5] Посолството на Китайската народна република в България, Отговори на говорителя на посолството на
Китайската народна република в България на въпроси, свързани с китайско-европейските отношения и
украинската криза, 13.04.2022

The third and fourth questions, respectively “How, according to China, can
the Ukrainian crisis be resolved in the current situation?” and “What efforts
has China made and what is its role so far in the Ukrainian crisis?” share a
similar urge -for peace negotiations. They also reference Xi Jinping’s
conversations with USA and European leaders on the war, as well as to the
official call with the Russian President Putin on the peace process and
Russia’s willingness to participate in it. These two answers don't forget to
mention the need for taking measures on the potential refugee crisis and
the several aid tranches sent by China to Kyiv.
The answer to the fifth question “Some people link the Ukraine crisis with
the Taiwan issue and talk openly about the possibility of China solving it by
force, creating a threat to regional and even global security. What is
Beijing's comment on this matter?” is a clear attempt of the Chinese
government to cease any potential international aggressive response if it
decides to take more serious actions towards Taiwan. The chapter says that
“Taiwan is an integral part of the territory of China, while Ukraine is a
sovereign state” and “No matter what tricks the Democratic Progressive
Party uses, they will not change the fact that Taiwan is part of China, nor
the general tendency to return the island to the motherland, nor will they
prevent the ultimate failure of the forces seeking "Taiwan independence”.
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What can be assumed with a great level of certainty is that the world is
on the verge of a new era, potentially marked by a new cold war, which
creates conditions for conspiracy theories and artificial fears in the
societies. History has shown that such an unpredictable geopolitical
environment between the global powers and the cold war mentality can
have long-term negative effects on everyone, involved in terms of the
economy, politics, and social life. Although such a scenario is not yet
feasible, European countries are preparing their citizens for a potentially
cold winter because of the Russian strategy to use its role as the biggest
natural gas supplier for Europe as a weapon against the imposed
sanctions, while China is unprecedentedly showing its military potential
against the recent trip of the speaker of the United States House of
Representatives, Nancy Pelosi, to Taiwan.

III.WHAT HAS CHANGED IN BULGARIA?
Meanwhile, Bulgaria is facing another round of snap parliamentary elections
on October 2, 2022. Mr. Kiril Petkov’s cabinet, only 8 months after being
elected, became the first one in Bulgaria’s modern history, which was toppled
by a no-confidence vote in July. The voting was proposed by the opposition
party GERB, whose leader is the former prime-minister Mr. Boyko Borissov.
Not so long ago, in the Spring and the Summer of 2021, the President, Mr.
Rumen Radev, who can be described as the new powerful person in the
current politically turbulent period, had appointed Petkov as Minister of
Economy in his second and third caretaker governments. In the Autumn of
2021, riding the wave of political wish for change, after the 11-years-long ruling
of GERB and Mr. Borisov, Kiril Petkov, together with his colleague from
Harvard university and the two provisional governments, Mr. Asen Vassilev,
established a political movement We Continue the Change (WCC). WCC won
the parliamentary elections in November 2021, enjoying the firm support of
President Radev.
The war in Ukraine, however, became a breaking point between Petkov and
Radev. Once allies with the freshly established political movement in the
declared but not fulfilled fight against the corruption practices set by
Borissov’s governing, on February 24, 2022, President Radev began his
criticism towards the Government of Petkov. Only four days after the start of
the Russian aggression in Ukraine Petkov demanded the resign of the
Minister of Defense, Mr. Stefan Yanev, a very close figure to the Presidency,
due to his refusal to condemn Russian actions in Ukraine and his insisting on
calling them "special operations", as that was Kremlin’s official term. As
months went by and the Ukrainian army’s determination to fight back the
aggressor rose stronger, the relations between the parties forming the
governing coalition got worse, as were the relations between the Government
and the Presidency. The tension between the two institutions began slowly to
rise because of Petkov’s cabinet willingness to give and sell weapons to
Ukraine, his participation in a delegation of international politicians that
visited Kyiv, and the cut of the ties with the Russian Gazprom.

All these actions opposed the President’s more careful attitude towards
the conflict. In his final week as Prime Minister, Kiril Petkov announced the
expulsion of 70 Russian diplomats. This led to additional tension at both
ends of the political spectrum, culminating in the ending of Mr. Petkov’s
government. The current caretaker government – the fourth appointed
within the mandates of President Radev, has declared a significantly more
moderate course towards the war in Ukraine. In economic terms, this
includes an attempt to re-establish the ties with Gazprom, the contract
with which was suspended by the cabinet of Kiril Petkov. All this gives
grounds for some local analysts to express fears that Bulgaria could swing
again to the Russian sphere of influence.

This short overview of the dynamic political reality in Bulgaria in the past
months creates the perfect storm for foreign malicious influence that seeks
to benefit from the crisis. Though Chinese influence in the country is far
from what can be defined as powerful, unlike the Russian presence, there
are some signals in the media showing China has already created a subtle
but firm presence in Bulgaria.

IV.CHINA AND BULGARIA
In the context of the forthcoming elections in Bulgaria a very intriguingnews
was spread by the Bulgarian News Agency and Trud.bg.[6] It covered the
meeting between Mr. Kostadin Kostadinov – leader of the political party
"Revival” and ambassador Dong Xiaojun, held in the Chinese Embassy on 8
August. This can be read as the first more serious attempt of China to directly
set its foot in the Bulgarian political scene. The articles in both publications are
entirely informative without any analysis regarding the topic of the meeting.
They quote Kostadinov's perspective on Nancy Pelosi's visit to Taiwan, which
he describes as "gross American intervention in China's internal affairs
connected to backing for Taiwanese separatists''[7]. One week after the
meeting, however, the Bulgarian edition of CRI online[8] published an
interview with Kostadin Kostadinov.
There he states that the initiator for the meeting was the Embassy of China.
Kostadinov discusses the possibility for modernizing the two Bulgarian ports of
Burgas and Varna as part of The Belt and Road Initiative as well as the need
for more political and economic collaboration between the two nations.
Another quote of the interview is “Then we will be able to build the
corresponding parallel land corridors, which will allow Bulgaria to become, if
not the "main European door" for China and its goods to the EU, then at least
one of China's main "portals" to Europe.”[9] The last sentence of the published
interview, said by Kostadinov, is chosen for the title of the article – “Dr. Kostadin
Kostadinov: It is a well-known fact that the USA represents the greatest threat
to world peace”.

6] Trud.bg, Костадин Костадинов се срещна с китайския посланик, 10.08.2022
[7] BTA, Представители на „Възраждане“ и посолството на Китайската народна република в България се
срещнаха в София, 10.08.2022
[8] Радио Китай, Д-р Костадин Костадинов: Добре известен факт е, че САЩ представляват най-голямата
заплаха за световния мир, 16.08.2022
[9] Радио Китай, Д-р Костадин Костадинов: Добре известен факт е, че САЩ представляват най-голямата
заплаха за световния мир, 16.08.2022
[10] 24chasa.bg, Костадин Костадинов пред Радио Китай: Добре известен факт е, че САЩ представляват найголямата заплаха за световния мир, 16.08.2022
[11] Shopov Vl., Let a thousand contacts bloom: How China competes for influence in Bulgaria, ECFR, 10.03.2022

The interview is covered by 24chasa.bg[10], with the same
title.Kostadinov’s party “Revival” is considered to be a part of the current
pillar of pro-Russian discourse in Bulgaria. Its platform is based upon a
weird but very predictable mixture of ultra-populist nationalistic ideas,
bridging the decay of nowadays Bulgaria with the condemnation of the
West and its “malicious agents” in locus, and invoking for the reopening of
the communist era concentration camps, as well as reorienting the country
towards the Eurasian ideas. “Revival” was part of the opposition in the last
parliament, but in the current pre-election analyses it marks a significant
rise in popularity.
An important factor, which prevents China from having a greater influence
in Bulgaria, is the country’s membership in the EU. The grandiose
infrastructure projects, preferred or at least declared by China as a pillar in
its foreign affairs, cannot be realized in Bulgaria due to the Chinese specific
requirements for investments, much of which easily comply with countries
with more authoritarian political regimes, rather than those framed by the
EU legislation. Furthermore, as stated in the analysis “Let a thousand
contacts bloom: How China competes for influence in Bulgaria” by Vladimir
Shopov, China’s shortcut for influence in the EU is through the Western
Balkan countries, which are the Union’s future members.[11] Chinese
influence in Bulgaria is most visible through the educational and culture
programs such as Confucius Institute (CI). The efficiency of such an
approach is doubtful.

Maybe for this reason, the cultural and educational events, organized
and/or supported by China, unlike its infrastructure and investments’
ambitions, rarely receive attention from the Bulgarian media. When this
happens the news covering the issue gets lost in the daily feed of
information. These efforts, however, should not be underestimated as at a
later stage they can be used as a relevant background to deepen and
broaden the economic and other relations to Bulgaria which in Chinese
view is not only an EU member state, but also an outer border of the Union
and on the cross-road between Europe and Asia.
Such an example is the recent opening of the Center for the Management of
the Dual Bachelor's Program, which is a result of collaboration between The
University of National and World Economy in Sofia (UNWE) and the Tianjin
Foreign Studies University (TFSU). The program is aimed at Chinese
students who will have the chance to study in UNWE in last year of their
Bachelor program, if the three years before that they’ve studied in TFSU and
have passed all their exams[12]. The event, which was also attended by the
Chinese ambassador to Bulgaria, Dong Xiaojun, was covered by a local
website - Stolica.bg, publishing news primarily from the Sofia region.
China wants to project a particular image in Bulgaria, and soft diplomacy is
key to achieving this goal. The fact that we have included images and
details for ongoing events or exhibitions that have been planned with the
assistance of the Chinese Embassy is one indication of this important asset.
This is true for all China-Watch issues that touch Bulgaria. The cultural
component of this issue is the outdoor Jiangxi picture shows, which will be
on display on the Bridge of Lovers in the center of Sofia from August 22 to
September 6, 2022.
The news about the photo exhibition is published in several media outlets
such as Bulgarian National Radio[13], the Bulgarian edition of CRI
online[14]and Epicenter.bg[15].

[12] Stolicata.bg, УНСС в София ще си сътрудничи с TFSU - Китай, 29.06.2022
[13] Bnr.bg, "Красотите на Дзянси" пристигат от Китай на Моста на влюбените”,
16.08.2022
[14] Радио Китай, „Фотоизложба пренася очарованието на китайска провинция в
България“, 23.08.2022
[15] Epicentar.bg, „Фотоизложбата „Красотата на Дзянси, Китай“ - на Моста на
влюбените“, 22.08.2022

Since China aims to set its influence in a calmer and quieter manner, the
target country needs to be seriously vigilant towards any kind of signals for
political and economic interference. Given the information in the current
newsletter, Bulgaria seems not prepared enough to deal with the gradual
emergence of a foreign influence. The media's coverage of China suffers
from a dearth of specialists who can address certain issues related to
specific Chinese objectives in Bulgaria. Bulgarian media, not the Chinese
one, is responsible for shaping public perceptions of China here. “The
majority of media outlets' international divisions are the ones that cover
news from throughout the globe, including China.”[16] Bulgaria must
approach China in the same way it approaches Russia, the United States, or
the European Union: with the aid of interpreters, economists, policymakers,
experts in agriculture, and other specialists to thoroughly comprehend
Chinese negotiating techniques.

V.CHINA,SERBIA AND BULGARIA
The most serious indication of the spread of Chinese influence in the region
didn’t appear in Bulgaria, but expectedly in the Balkan country with the
deepest Chinese relations – Serbia. On April 11, six Chinese Air Force transport
planes Y-20 landed at Nikola Tesla airport in Belgrade to deliver surface-to-air
missile HQ-22 for the Serbian army. The news was broadly covered by the
Bulgarian media - Dnevnik.bg – “Bulgaria has permitted the delivery of
modern surface-to-air missile system from China to Serbia”[17]; Trud.bg –
“Serbia has received missiles from China in a semi-secret
delivery”[18];News.bg – “A Chinese air defense system will guard the skies over
Serbia”[19]. Firstly, Bulgaria approved the Chinese aircraft to fly over its
airspace, but no weapons were allowed to be transported[20]. This casts
Bulgaria in a poor light both as a NATO member and as a nation where the
Ministry of Defense was misled by a foreign country. After receiving a formal
information request from the media regarding the matter, the Ministry of
Defense provided the following response, which was published by the online
media outlet Offnews.bg: “Six Chinese army aircraft were given permission to
fly between April 7th and April 14th for an unrelated flight. The documents
state that they transported machines, such as cranes and medical vehicles.
The paperwork did not request authorization to transfer firearms”[21].
Whether deliberate or not, such type of error in the official documents,
regarding cross-border transportation of heavy military equipment, can
hardly be taken as an innocent oversight from both countries, especially
when there is a war in the region.

[[16] Shopov V., Karaboev P., Представяне на доклад – Да разцъфтят хиляди контакти:
Как Китай се съревновава за влияние в България, ECFR.bg, 14.04.2022
[17] Dnevnik.bg - България е пропуснала към Сърбия доставка на модерна зенитна
система от Китай, 11.04.2022
[18] Trud.bg - Сърбия е получила ракети от Китай в полусекретна доставка, 11.04.2022
[19] News.bg, Китайска ПВО система ще пази небето над Сърбия, 11.04.2022

Secondly, Serbia has already purchased a variety of armaments, including
warplanes, battle tanks, and more, from China and Russia. The Balkan
country has also stated its willingness to purchase Turkey's Bayraktar TB2
drones, which are known to be one of the Ukrainian army's most useful tools
for fending off Russian aggressors. Knowing Serbia's military past from the
1990s, its unsolved national ethnic question, which produces tension on a
regular basis with most of its bordering states, as well as its current stance
towards Russia, the countries in the region must be on alert about a heavy
militarization of this kind.

VI.TAIWAN
Bulgaria was among the many countries that gave Nancy Pelosi's trip to
Taiwan an extensive media coverage. Publications were spanning at both
extremes – from praise to a sharp criticism. However, they all expressed
concern that China's response might become more aggressive and involve
military action against Taiwan. BTV, one of Bulgaria's most popular TV
stations, conducted an interview with the ambassador Dong Xiaojun[1] after
the Chinese Embassy in Sofia released a formal statement regarding Pelosi's
visit. The ambassador's responses were then posted on the embassy's
website. The ambassador replies in the negative when asked if he notices any
similarities between the crisis in Taiwan and the one in Ukraine, which some
analysts believe to be rather comparable. “The Taiwan issue is entirely China's
internal affair, and its nature is completely different from that of Ukraine. At
the moment, some countries demand respect for Ukraine's sovereignty and
territorial integrity, but they do not respect China's sovereignty and territorial
integrity and cross China's red line on the issue of Taiwan, and this is a pure
double standard!”. The BTV journalist also asked Mr. Dong Xiaojun to assess
China's relations with Russia, as Russia increased gas and fuel supplies to
China, to which he answers “China and Russia are their biggest neighbors and
comprehensive strategic coordination partners. Under the strategic
leadership of the two heads of state, Sino-Russian relations continue to
develop at a high level. We will continue normal trade cooperation in the
spirit of mutual respect, equality and mutual benefit.”

[20] Offnews.bg, Китайските самолети летели на България с разрешение за кранове, не за
оръжие, 11.04.2022
[21] Offnews.bg, Китайските самолети летели на България с разрешение за кранове, не за
оръжие, 11.04.2022
[22] BTV, „Специално пред БТВ: Китайският посланик за напрежението Китай – Тайвански
проток“, 13.08.2022
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